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Background 

 R&D activities towards a CW XFEL under continuous reviews of DESY Machine Advisory Committee 

  Not only about a CW injector  

  But also involving S2E BD studies (Injector to Undulator) 
 

 Forward-looking guidance (2014) 



Background (cont’d) 

 R&D activities regarding choices of the CW gun in light of S2E simulation results 

  Performance of various CW injectors in S2E beam dynamics 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
SRF-gun based: 100 pC, 7 GeV, ~5 kA, ~0.7 µm (partially optimized)  

S2E with OCELOT 

 International efforts in CW regime: 

100 pC, 4 GeV, ~1.4 kA, ~0.5 µm  

S2E with IMPACT 

S2E with various tools 



Motivation & Goals 

Optimizing injector 

 

Capability studies of conserving e-bunch qualities through whole beamline 

 

Finer S2E investigations including micro bunching  

 

Lasing performance with optimized e-bunches before undulators   
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CW machine configuration staying same for current simulation studies 

 a high harmonic module linearizing the longitudinal phase space 

 three bunch compressors compressing the bunch to several kAs 

 design optics providing a special phase advance between bunch compressors to reduce CSR 

Section name BC1 BC2 BC3 

|r56|, mm 30-90 20-80 10-60 

W. Decking et al, A MHz-repetition-rate hard X-

ray free-electron laser driven by a superconducting 

linear accelerator, Nat. Photonics14, 391 (2020) 



Energy gain budget in CW regime  

 First evaluation (E. Vogel): 

 16 MV/cavity for 1.3 GHz 

 4 MV/cavity for 3.9 GHz 

 Beam energy at CW injector linac exit: 90 to 110 MeV 

 Beam energy at BC1: 500 MeV 

 Beam energy at BC2:     2 GeV 

 Beam energy at exit of L3 (25 + 3 RF stations with 32 cavities each): 8 to 9 GeV 
 

 A preliminary S2E energy profile for simulations 
110/500/2000/8000  MeV 

 
 

 A general optimization goal at a suitable S2E working point 

      reasonably conserved central slice emittance; 

       kAs peak current & smooth profile; 

       reasonable slice energy spread before undulators. 



S2E BD with OCELOT 

 
 searching working points for beam acceleration, transport & compression  

     
      stable compression  

      required bunch qualities before undulators 

      good SASE in hard X-ray regime  



Multi-parametric optimization  

according to RF tolerance & collective effects  
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energy in BC: 

deflecting radius: 

compression factor: 

the first and the second 

derivatives of the global 
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Longitudinal beam dynamics optimization 

 Searching for an optimal choice of parameters under technical constraints 

e.g. E1/E2/E3C3C3′r1C1/C2/r2/r3C3′′  



Multi-parametric optimization  
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energy in BC: 

deflecting radius: 

compression factor: 

the first and the second 

derivatives of the global 

compression  𝑩𝑪𝟎 𝑩𝑪𝟏 𝑩𝑪𝟐 

Longitudinal beam dynamics optimization 

 Searching for an optimal choice of parameters under technical constraints 

 Final bunch length & peak current sensitive to energy chirp, thus to RF parameters 



Longitudinal beam dynamics optimization (cont’d) 

 BD parameters 

 RF parameters 

 analytical  

 iterative algorithm 

tracking 

 Searching suitable RF parameters x to 

produce desired compression scheme f 

 Mapping  RF parameters into 

longitudinal BD parameters 

 Realized by OCELOT 



A simulation toolkit: OCELOT Courtesy: Sergey Tomin 



A simulation toolkit: OCELOT 

• An iterative algorithm for 

searching RF parameters 

for compression studies 

also implemented in 

OCELOT 

Courtesy: Sergey Tomin 



A fast estimation for S2E BD in OCELOT 
 injector bunches optimized by D. Bazyl 

Case study with one of the optimized 

bunches from the injector                    

(emittance < 0.3 µm) 

Current profile 

Energy spread 

≤ 0.3 µm 
Slice emittance 



A fast estimation for S2E BD in OCELOT (cont’d) 
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SASE1 
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energy,  MeV 110 500 2000 

r56, mm 73.8 76.4 24.1 

compression sp 3 30 700 

with 𝑍3
′ , 1/m = 0 & 𝑍3

′′, 1/m/m = 800 

A set of longitudinal beam dynamics parameters & a set of RF parameters 

aiming for ~3.5 kA at 100 pC, e.g. 

RF  
𝑽𝑨𝟏, MV 𝝋𝑨𝟏, deg 𝑽𝑨𝑯𝟏, MV 𝝋𝑨𝑯𝟏, deg 𝑽𝑳𝟏, MV 𝝋𝑳𝟏, deg 𝑽𝑳𝟐, MV 𝝋𝑳𝟐, deg 

123.44 -7.462 20.01 153.41 414.89 19.93 1754 31.2 

The power of the LH model chosen  

to produce an energy modulation 

amplitude on axis & to have after 

compression an rms slice energy 

spread near to ~3 MeV based on 

dedicated µB studies 



A fast estimation for S2E BD in OCELOT (cont’d) 
 particle distribution before SA1 (case of 3.5 kA) 

NO micro bunching effect possibly considered in the simulations 



A fast estimation for S2E BD in OCELOT (cont’d) 

Slice emittance before undulators 

 First estimations by 

OCELOT showing for kAs’ 

peak current the bunch 

quality before undulators can 

be ~conserved compared to 

that of the injector bunch 

without significant growth of 

central slice emittance 



BD studies with Impact-Z (M. Dohlus) 

 
 Microbunching effect 

 
        ongoing investigations with huge number of simulation                     

            particles & very fine numerical resolution 



Fine Simulations with Impact-Z using 62 Millions macro 

particles for 100 pC (1 simulation particle ⁓ 10 electrons) 

 head  head 

 Simulated 

current profiles 

for different 

laser heater set-

points 

 Ipeak ≤ 3.5 kA 

 Simulated 

longitudinal 

phase spaces 

after BC2 for 

different laser 

heater set-points 

Laser Heater (LH) set-point: 0 eV/3300 eV/4000 eV/5000 eV 



Fine Simulations with Impact-Z using 62 Millions macro 

particles (cont’d) 

 head 

Horizontal / vertical = solid / dashed 

 head 

LH set-point: 0 eV/3300 eV/4000 eV/5000 eV 

 Simulated slice emittance for 

different laser heater set-points 

 LH on  < 0.5 µm 

 Simulated slice energy spread for 

different LH set-points 

 LH on  3.0 MeV 



Fine Simulations with Impact-Z using 62 Millions macro 

particles (cont’d)  further increasing LH SP 

LH SP:  5keV / 6keV / 7keV 

Energy Spread 

~3 MeV 



Fine Simulations with Impact-Z using 62 Millions macro 

particles (cont’d)  further increasing LH SP 

LH SP:  5keV / 6keV / 7keV 

Peak Current 
~3.5 kA 

Peak current drops as 

further increasing the laser 

heater set-point 

 

Exemplary case study in 

Impact-Z with micro 

bunching showing a bunch 

of central slice emittance    

0.4~0.5 µm, slice energy 

spread ~2.7 MeV & peak 

current of ~ 3.5 kA 



Summary & Outlook 

 S2E BD studies with optimized bunches from a SRF CW 

injector  

 First results indicating bunch quality can be conserved 

before the undulator beamline without significant growth 

of the central slice emittance while being compressed to 

~kAs 

 Estimated by OCELOT w/o micro bunching 

 Being simulated by Impact-Z with micro bunching (ongoing) 

 Being simulated by Xtrack (ongoing) 

 Warm-up lasing studies indicating SASE signals of mJ & 

hundreds µJ @ 0.24 & 0.17 nm w/o optimization or undulator 

modification ( backup slides) 

 Work towards CW regime 

 Injector optimization  

 Compression scenarios 

 Tool studies for covering all collective effects properly 

 Systematic SASE studies 

 Undulator R&D, etc. 

 We started 



Backup Slides: SASE Simulations 



Lasing @ 0.24 nm with the impact-Z bunch (‶µB on″) 

at a laser heater set-point of 5 keV 
 100pC, ~8GeV, ~3.2kA, SA1 

 w/o any optimization or modification to undulator configuration 

~2 mJ 



Lasing @ 0.17 nm with the impact-Z bunch (‶µB on″) 

at a laser heater set-point of 5 keV 
 100pC, ~8GeV, ~3.2kA, SA1 

 w/o any optimization or modification to undulator configuration 

~0.1 mJ 



Laser heater impacts study for pulsed XFEL machine 
 100pC, after BC2 

 w/o any optimization or modification to undulator configuration 

 Peak current ~1.8 kA 

 Central emittance ~ 0.5 µm 

 Energy spread ~ 2 MeV 

 Peak current ~4.0 kA 

 Central emittance ~ 0.5 µm 

 Energy spread ~ 1.8 MeV 

LPS w/ LH LPS w/o LH 



Laser heater impacts study for pulsed XFEL machine 
 100pC, 14GeV, SA1 

 w/o any optimization or modification to undulator configuration 

LH on, lasing@9keV 

LH off  barely lases@9keV 


